Run No: 2100
Date: 30-Dec-2018
Venue: White Horse, Oakington
Hares: Forest Dump & Spicy Bear
Scribe: Norwegian Toast
Norwegian Toast would like to thank the GM for the invitation to show off his literary skills!
Forest Dump ran through the navigational tips for the run and pointed us to the on-on.
Norwegian Toast was walking fast and spent some time in conversation with Toed Bedsores
talking computers – a fact not overlooked by the RA. The route was well marked although the
walkers made the beer stop 30 minutes after the FRBs had departed. Nice beer stop with a keg
of Adnams Ghost Ship and my favorite biscuits, well chocolates really, biscuity though they
might have been!
The FRBs made it back to the pub in Oakington after 65 minutes (inclusive of beer stop)
running 4.04 miles with a total ascent of 42.4 feet (not sure if this represents the right arm lifting
pints or actual ascent/descent as it seemed pretty flat to me!). There were concerns when the
walkers failed to appear after half an hour and a search party was dispatched, with a successful
result.
The GM congratulated Forest Dump and Spicy Bear in the usual way on organizing this HASH
including the beer stop.
The RA then went on as follows, accompanied by the songmaster who was remarkably tuneful,
but failed to qualify for a downdown on this basis alone. If his tunefulness continues perhaps
consideration might be given to making this award?
The downdowns:
1- Toed Bedsores had been observed talking computers with Norwegian Toast so qualified; he
also talked about his ancestor Ted Bradshaw who was a signatory to the execution to Charles
1st, and the posthumous beheading of Toed Bedsores ancestor namesake on the orders of
Charles II. Thankfully this was not to be the fate of Toed Bedsores, well not today anyway!
2 - Steve had failed to inform the RA that he was awarded a HASH name at the last BASH and
was required to explain how the name Norwegian Toast had come about, so qualified for a
downdown
3 - A female hasher had been noted to enter the local shop purchasing a litre of Bombay
Sapphire, and so Doubletop qualified for a downdown;
Next weeks HASH should have been laid by the hare Slaphead, who is unable to do so due to
unforeseen events, being replaced by Earl and It’ll Come Off.
4 - Some time was spent discussing the reasons for the walkers getting possibly lost or
otherwise waylaid (was there a bottle of Gin involved?) and it was concluded that there were
mapping interpretive errors by Googly who so qualified for a downdown.
It was noted that some runners took a wrong route after the beerstop but no action was taken.
The raffle draw was held and there were various winners.
Basic HASH runners route http://my.viewranger.com/track/details/OTM1NzY5Ng==
Another great HASH! ON-ON!!

